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sap bi blog news information about sap business - starting with sap hana 2 0 we can now partition a single table
between in memory storage and sap hana extended storage aka dynamic tiring this is an excellent feature because it
simplifies the management and code required to manage multiple tables and subsequently bridge them together using
additional code, best business intelligence bi tools a comparison of bi - to help you compare the best bi tools it central
station ranked them based on hundreds of real user reviews these reviews cover all of the best bi solutions from top
vendors from our esteemed community of enterprise technology professionals, sap transaction code tcode and
description ttext - transaction code tcode description ttext sapdmc lsmw lsm workbench initial screen saptrx asaplog appl
system log for event handling, sap one support launchpad - note your browser does not support javascript or it is turned
off press the button to proceed, oracle apps dba oceanofknowledge - strong oracle business intelligence applications obia
strong are complete prebuilt bi solutions that deliver intuitive role based intelligence for everyone in, peer reviewed journal
ijera com - international journal of engineering research and applications ijera is an open access online peer reviewed
international journal that publishes research, mastering oracle sql 2nd edition sanjay mishra alan - sanjay mishra is a
certified oracle database administrator with more than ten years of it experience he has been involved in the design
architecture and implementation of many mission critical and decision support databases he has worked extensively in the
areas of database architecture database management backup recovery performance tuning oracle parallel server and
parallel execution, serial number arena crazy b crazy - a a z puzzle maker v1 0 key 261942 a1 image screensaver v4 0 s
n b5k7ij49p2 a1monitor v2 1 1 s n g4458 a1 wallpaper pro v1 0 s n d9a72gkl39
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